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Mad Mad World is the second studio solo album by Canadian singer Tom Cochrane, originally released in
1991. The first single from the album, "Life Is a Highway", became a hit in late 1991, reaching #1 in Canada
and #6 on the Billboard Hot 100 in the United States.
Mad Mad World - Wikipedia
It's a Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad World is a 1963 American epic comedy film produced and directed by Stanley
Kramer and starring Spencer Tracy with an all-star cast, about the madcap pursuit of $350,000 in stolen cash
by a diverse and colorful group of strangers.
It's a Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad World - Wikipedia
Mad is an American humor magazine founded by editor Harvey Kurtzman and publisher William Gaines in
1952. Launched as a comic book before it became a magazine, it was widely imitated and influential,
impacting not only satirical media but the entire cultural landscape of the 20th century.
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